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Abstract Although providing feedback is commonly practiced in education, there is no

general agreement regarding what type of feedback is most helpful and why it is helpful.

This study examined the relationship between various types of feedback, potential internal

mediators, and the likelihood of implementing feedback. Five main predictions were

developed from the feedback literature in writing, specifically regarding feedback features

(summarization, identifying problems, providing solutions, localization, explanations,

scope, praise, and mitigating language) as they relate to potential causal mediators of

problem or solution understanding and problem or solution agreement, leading to the final

outcome of feedback implementation. To empirically test the proposed feedback model,

1,073 feedback segments from writing assessed by peers was analyzed. Feedback was

collected using SWoRD, an online peer review system. Each segment was coded for each

of the feedback features, implementation, agreement, and understanding. The correlations

between the feedback features, levels of mediating variables, and implementation rates

revealed several significant relationships. Understanding was the only significant mediator

of implementation. Several feedback features were associated with understanding:

including solutions, a summary of the performance, and the location of the problem were

associated with increased understanding; and explanations of problems were associated

with decreased understanding. Implications of these results are discussed.
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Introduction

Although giving feedback is a generally accepted practice in educational settings, specific

features of effective feedback, such as the complexity (i.e., more versus less information)

and timing (i.e., immediate versus delayed) of feedback, have been largely disputed (see

Mory 2004; 1996 for review). Moreover, for a complex task such as writing, the conditions

that influence feedback effectiveness are likely to be correspondingly complex. An

understanding of the conditions under which writers implement feedback they receive is

critical to promoting improved writing. The goal of the present study is to identify some of

these conditions, based on the hypothesis that specific mediators allow external features to

influence the writer’s implementation of feedback. We are particularly interested in the

case of peer feedback. Peers are increasingly used as a source of feedback, both in pro-

fessional and instructional settings (Toegel and Conger 2003; Haswell 2005). Advice

regarding useful peer feedback is particularly lacking.

Beyond the specific focus of feedback in writing, there is a long, more general history of

research on feedback. Overall, three broad meanings of feedback have been examined

(Kulhavy and Wager 1993). First, in a motivational meaning, some feedback, such as

praise, could be considered a motivator that increases a general behavior (e.g., writing or

revision activities overall). This piece of the definition came from the research that tried to

influence the amount of exerted effort through motivation (Brown 1932; Symonds and

Chase 1929). Second, in a reinforcement meaning, feedback may specifically reward or

punish very particular prior behaviors (e.g., a particular spelling error or particular

approach to a concluding paragraph). This piece of the definition came from the Law of

Effect (Thorndike 1927). Third, in an informational meaning, feedback might consist of

information used by a learner to change performance in a particular direction (rather than

just towards or away from a prior behavior). This piece of the definition came from

information-processing theories (Pressey 1926, 1927). In the context of writing, all three

elements may be important and will be examined, although the informational element is

particularly important and will be examined in the most detail. Note, however that the

reinforcement element of writing feedback is more complex than what the behaviorists had

originally conceived. For example, comments may not actually reward or punish particular

writing behaviors if the author does not agree with the problem assessment.

A distinction between performance and learning should be made for considering the

effects of feedback in writing, as well as in other domains. Learning is the knowledge gain

observed on transfer tasks (i.e., application questions; new writing assignments). Perfor-
mance is the knowledge gain observed on repeated tasks (i.e., pre-post multiple-choice

questions; multiple drafts of the same writing assignment). Learning and performance can

be affected differently by feedback. For example, feedback without explanations can

improve performance, but not learning (Chi et al. 1989) and the use of examples can

influence whether feedback affects learning or performance or both (Gick and Holyoak

1980; 1983). The focus here is specifically on writing performance. Examining perfor-

mance is a necessary first step because if effects of performance are not found, effects of

transfer are also not likely to be found. For writing, a context in which the effect of

feedback on performance or learning has not been rigorously studied, performance is the

best place to start. As noted by Newell and Simon (1972), ‘‘if performance is not well

understood, it is somewhat premature to study learning’’ (p. 8).

As one goes into a particular domain, more specific types of feedback need to be

addressed. Therefore, a specific model of feedback, for the case of writing performance, is

being proposed (see Fig. 1). In describing this model, the next section identifies several
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feedback features relevant to writing whose effects will need to be teased apart in the

current study.

Feedback features

The writing education and writing research literatures have discussed a number of feed-

back features. We examined five of them in the current study: (1) summarization, (2)

specificity, (3) explanations, (4) scope, and (5) affective language. These features could be

considered psychologically different—summarization, specificity, explanations, and scope

are cognitive in nature, while affective language is by definition affective in nature (as

indicated by the groupings in Fig. 1). These distinctions between cognition and affect will

be important when considering how the mediators influence feedback implementation.

Another important point is that the studies of feedback in writing focus on performance

defined as writing quality. While writing quality is very important, there is likely to be an

intermediate step that leads to writing quality changes: feedback implementation. This

measurement of performance was the focus of the current study.
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Fig. 1 Proposed Feedback Model. Solid lines indicate positive relationships; dotted lines indicate negative
relationships
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Summaries

Sometimes feedback may include summary statements, which condense and reorganize the

information pertaining to a particular behavior into chunks. These statements could focus

on various aspects, such as the correct answer, the action taken, or the topic or claim

discussed. The following examples illustrate two possibilities in writing:

Topic: ‘‘You used the experiences of African Americans, women, and immigrants

from Asia as support for your thesis.’’

Claim: ‘‘Your thesis was that the US became more democratic during the 1865–

1924 time period even though it had ups and downs.’’

As the complexity of the task increases, as in writing, more memory resources become

occupied. Useful summaries provide an organizing schema by chunking information into

more manageable components (Bransford et al. 2003). Summary feedback could also be

used to help determine whether the actual performance was the same as the intended

performance. For example, as a motor skill becomes automatic, a person may not realize

that a mistake is being made. Finally, summary feedback could provide an additional

opportunity to detect an overlooked mistake.

Receiving summaries has previously been found to benefit performance: when college

students received summaries about their writing, they made more substantial revisions

(Ferris 1997). Therefore, receiving summaries in feedback is expected to promote more

feedback implementations.

Specificity

Feedback specificity refers to the details included in the feedback. Feedback specificity

also varies along a continuum that begins with outcome feedback only (whether an action

was right or wrong) to highly specific (explicitly identifying problems, their location and

providing solutions). Specific comments have been found to be more helpful than general

comments in writing tasks (Ferris 1997). Three components of specificity are examined (as

indicated by the grouping in Fig. 1): problem identification, providing solutions, and

indicating the location of the problem and/or solution. Of course, providing a solution and

indicating its location could only occur if a problem existed. However, only explicit

problems are analyzed here—a problem could just be implied when giving the solution and

location. Looking at problems separately helps to tease apart the individual effects of the

remaining components.

Identification of the problem

One component of feedback specificity is identifying the problem. A problem is defined

here as a criticism that is explicitly acknowledged. Students have difficulty detecting

global problems (Hayes et al. 1987), but even third-graders are able to make global

revisions when this type of problem is indicated (Matsumura et al. 2002). Therefore,

identifying the problem explicitly may increase feedback implementation. If the problem is

not explicitly stated, the writer may not know what the problem actually is. Including a

problem in the feedback is expected to increase the likelihood of implementing the

feedback.
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Offering a solution

Solutions are another component of feedback specificity. A solution is defined as a com-

ment that explicitly suggests a method to deal with a problem. Solutions provided in

feedback, have previously been found to help writing performance with migrant adults

studying English as a second language (Bitchener et al. 2005; Sugita 2006). However,

when solutions were further divided into two categories, they had different effects on tenth-

graders’ performance (Tseng and Tsai 2006). Solutions that provide advice for incom-

pleteness were helpful between first and second drafts, but did not affect performance

between second and third drafts. Solutions that directly corrected errors did not affect

writing performance between first and second drafts, and hurt performance between second

and third drafts. Overall across studies and solution-types, solutions were helpful as long as

feedback was provided earlier in a task. Therefore, because the task in the current study

only involves feedback between first and second drafts, including solutions is expected to

increase feedback implementation.

Localization

A final component of feedback specificity is localization, which refers to pinpointing the

source or location of the problem and/or solution. This type of feedback also is typically

part of the pragmatic recommendations for appropriate feedback to be provided to

college students (Nilson 2003). By specifying the location of a problem, a person gets a

second opportunity to detect a problem that may have previously been overlooked.

Identifying the location is particularly relevant in lengthy writing assignments where

there are many locations in which a problem could occur. If the feedback includes the

location of the problem and/or solution, the writer may be more likely to implement the

feedback.

Explanations

Again as the complexity of the task increases, feedback that includes explanations may

become necessary. Explanations are statements that provide motives or clarification of the

feedback’s purpose. For example, a reviewer may suggest, ‘‘Delete the second paragraph

on the third page’’, but without the explanation, ‘‘because it interrupts the flow of the

paper’’, the writer may not take the suggestion because he or she does not know why it is a

necessary revision.

The impact of explanations on performance has had a mixed history. While providing

explanations to feedback during a 5-min conference with the instructor improved migrant

adults’ writing performance (Bitchener et al. 2005), lengthy explanations for errors pro-

vided by peers hurt tenth-graders’ performance between writing drafts (Tseng and Tsai

2006). Tseng and Tsai’s finding was particularly surprising because providing explana-

tions is intuitively helpful. One difference between these studies that may account for the

surprising result is who provides the explanations. In Tseng and Tsai, students may not be

adept in providing helpful explanations. Therefore, because the current study also

involves peer review, feedback that includes explanations is expected to be implemented

less often.
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Scope

The scope of the feedback (i.e., the continuum of levels, ranging from local to global, to

which the feedback refers) is likely to affect feedback implementation. A more local level

is defined as utilizing a narrow focus during evaluation (e.g., focusing on surface features).

A more global level is defined as a holistic examination of the performance or product. The

following examples illustrate the differences between local and global feedback:

Local: ‘‘You used the incorrect form of ‘there’ on page 3. You need to use ‘their’.’’

Global: ‘‘All of your arguments need more support.’’

Global feedback has been associated with better performance in college students (Olson

and Raffeld 1987), and yet local feedback has also been associated with better performance

in college students (Lin et al. 2001; Miller 2003). The difference between implementation

and quality may be relevant here, with global feedback perhaps having a greater possible

effect on overall quality if implemented, but more local feedback being perhaps more

likely to be implemented. The current study examined the effects of feedback on imple-

mentation, not writing quality. Matsumura et al. (2002) found that the scope of the

feedback did not affect whether it was implemented. If third-graders received local

feedback, they were more likely to make local revisions. If they received global feedback,

they were more likely to make global revisions. However, it is important to note that the

participants in that study were third-graders. As a student progresses into college level

writing, the global issues may be more likely to be complex. For example, consider how

the complexity in organization or connections in content that a third-grade writing

assignment that typically consisted of a one paragraph narrative, expository, or personal

text (such as a diary entry) differs from the five to eight page paper typically assigned in a

college level course. In addition to the length of the assignment differing between younger

and older students, the concepts they learn become more complex. The content of third-

grade writing assignments focused on information they already know (i.e. What I did for

my summer vacation). On the other hand, the content of college writing assignments

involve new concepts and how they are related to each other.

As the scope of the feedback increases, the writer is expected to be less able to

implement the feedback as a result of the complexity of the global issues.

Affective language

Feedback can consist of criticism, praise, or summary. When criticizing, reviewers may

make use of affective language, or statements reflecting emotion, which may influence the

implementation of feedback. Affective language in feedback includes praise standing

alone, inflammatory language, and mitigating language applied to criticisms/suggestions.

Inflammatory language is defined as criticism that is no longer constructive, but instead it

is insulting. This type of language will not be considered further because it occurred about

0.5% of the time. While praise and mitigating language are similar, the main difference is

that mitigating language also includes some criticism. Mitigation is often used to make the

criticisms sound less abrasive. To make this distinction clearer, consider the following

examples:

Praise: ‘‘The examples you provide make the concepts described clearer.’’

Mitigation: ‘‘Your main points are very clear, but you should add examples.’’
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Praise is commonly included as one of the features to be included in feedback (Grimm

1986; Nilson 2003; Saddler and Andrade 2004). Even though some have found that praise

helped college students’ writing performance between drafts, this finding seemed to be

confounded, as the variable being measured included both praise and mitigating language

(Tseng and Tsai 2006). A more typical finding is that praise almost never leads to changes

in college students’ writing (Ferris 1997). In general, the effect size of praise is typically

quite small (Cohen’s d = 0.09, Kluger and DeNisi 1996). Despite these findings, praise is

still commonly highlighted in models of good feedback in educational settings. While

praise has not been largely effective in previous research, it is included as a variable of

analysis because of the frequent recommendations to include praise in feedback, especially

in the writing context. Moreover, undergraduate peers are particularly likely to include

praise in their feedback (Cho et al. 2006).

Mitigating language is also a common technique used by reviewers (Neuwirth et al.

1994; Hyland and Hyland 2001). Mitigating language in feedback was previously found to

help college students’ writing performance between drafts (Tseng and Tsai 2006). Miti-

gated suggestions appear to affect the way a writer perceives the reviewer, such that the

reviewer is considered to be more likable and have higher personal integrity (Neuwirth

et al. 1994), at least in this study of faculty and graduate student reviewers. These attri-

butes may increase the writers’ agreement with the statements made by that reviewer. On

the other hand, mitigated suggestions have also confused college students studying English

as a second language (Hyland and Hyland 2001). In addition to praise, the mitigated

comments can include hedges, personal attribution, and questions. These other types of

mitigation could affect performance in ways that contradict the typical results of mitigating

feedback research. For example, other types of mitigated feedback such as questions were

not found to be effective for college students studying English as a foreign language

(Sugita 2006). Questions increased college students’ awareness that a problem may exist,

but they were not sure how to revise (Ferris 1997).

Overall, the use of praise and mitigation in the form of compliments may augment a

person’s perception of the reviewer and feedback, resulting in implementation of the rest of

the feedback. Other forms of mitigation, such as questions or downplaying problems

raised, could decrease the likelihood of implementation.

Feedback feature expectations

Based on the findings of previous studies, all of the mentioned variables are expected to

influence implementation, although not always in a positive manner. First, some of the

feedback features (i.e., summarization, feedback specificity, praise, and mitigation in the

form of compliments) are expected to increase feedback implementation. Second, other

feedback features (i.e., explanations, greater levels of scope, and mitigation in other forms

such as questions and downplaying the problem) are expected to decrease feedback imple-

mentation. However, the main assumption of the current study is that none of these feedback

features directly affect implementation, but instead do so through internal mediators because

of the complex nature of writing performance. The next section describes these mediators.

Probable mediators

Except for possibly reinforcement feedback, feedback on complex behavior such as writing

is likely to require some mediator to causally influence revision behavior. Understanding
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this causal relationship will lead to more robust theories of revision. There are a number of

possible causal mediators for feedback-to-revision behaviors (i.e., changes traceable to

feedback).

Four previous models offered explanations involving theoretical constructs that are

essentially ideas about mediator of the effects of more concrete variables. First, Kluger

and DeNisi (1996) argued that only feedback that directs attention to appropriate goals is

effective. Similarly, Hattie and Timperly (2007) argued that only feedback at the process

level (i.e., processes associated with the task) or self-regulation level (i.e., actions

associated with a learning goal) is effective. Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) argued that

only feedback that encourages a reflective process is effective. Finally, Kulhavy and

Stock (1989) argued that feedback is only effective when a learner is certain that his or

her answer is correct and later finds out it was incorrect. While each of these expla-

nations is plausible, we believe that different mediators may be more important in a

writing context.

In contrast to these prior theoretical reviews, we seek to specifically measure mediators

rather than posit abstract mediators from patterns of successful feedback features. Atten-

tion, self-regulation, and reflection are aggregate constructs (i.e., typically measured with a

combination of component measures). We considered the following four reviews that

seemed particularly relevant to complex tasks like writing: including understanding

feedback (Bransford and Johnson 1972), agreement with feedback (Ilgen et al. 1979),

memory load (Hayes 1996; Kellogg 1996; McCutchen 1996), and motivation (Hull 1935;

Wallach and Henle 1941; Dweck 1986; Dweck and Leggert 1988). Only two of these

factors were measurable using techniques that maintained the naturalistic environment of

the current study: understanding feedback and agreement with feedback. Furthermore,

memory load and motivation were examined in an unpublished pilot study but were not

significantly related to any of the types of feedback or implementation. Therefore, two

mediators are the focus of the current study (as indicated in Fig. 1).

Understanding is the ability to explain or know the meaning or cause of something.

Understanding has been found to affect many facts of cognition, including memory and

problem solving. For example, Bransford and Johnson (1972) showed that when a reader’s

rating of understanding of a passage strongly influenced their ability to recall a passage.

Similarly, deep understanding of problem statements relates to the ability to recall relevant

prior examples (Novick and Holyoak 1991) and solve problems (Chi et al. 1989).

Understanding could relate to writing feedback in at least two ways. First, it could relate to

the decision to implement a concrete suggestion. Second, it could relate to the ability to

instantiate a more abstract suggestion/comment into a particular solution. Therefore,
increased understanding is expected to increase one’s likelihood of implementing the
feedback (as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1).

Agreement with the feedback refers to when the feedback message matches the

learners’ perception of his or her performance (i.e., agreeing with the given performance

assessment or perceiving the given suggestion will improve performance). Even the effect

of reinforcement feedback might depend upon agreement with the problem described in the

feedback. For example, Ilgen et al. (1979) proposed a four-stage model of feedback in

which acceptance of the feedback was one of the first stages. Ilgen et al. examined a

number of factors that influence acceptance (e.g., source of feedback, message charac-

teristics, and individual differences). However, they merely theorized the importance of

acceptance overall for implementation, rather than empirically investigating its impor-

tance. The current study will test whether agreement increases one’s likelihood of
implementing feedback (as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1).
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Memory load is another important construct that is frequently mentioned in writing

research (Hayes 1996; Kellogg 1996; McCutchen 1996). It is likely to be important for

some aspects of the effects of feedback on writing given the high baseline memory

workload associated with reading, writing, and revision and the high variability in length,

amount, and complexity of feedback in writing. Unfortunately memory load is hard to

assess in naturalistic settings because it is usually assessed through dual task methodolo-

gies. Moreover, it may be more important for spoken feedback than for written feedback,

where re-reading may be used to compensate for overload problems.

Motivation is also frequently mentioned with respect to feedback effects (Hull 1935;

Wallach and Henle 1941; Dweck 1986; Dweck and Leggert 1988). It is a complex con-

struct than can be divided into many different elements that might be relevant to feedback

implementation, such as learning versus performance motivation (Dweck 1986; Dweck

and Leggert 1988), trait-level versus task-level versus state-level motivation (Wigfield and

Guthrie 1997), or regulatory focus (Shah and Higgins 1997; Brockner and Higgins 2001).

In order to make theoretical progress, motivation would need to be examined at these

various levels. However, this level of detail is beyond the scope of the current project,

especially given its focus on a naturalistic setting. Moreover, as the results will show, the

feedback factors most plausibly connected to motivational effects (e.g., praise), in fact,

were not related to implementation, and thus motivation factors may not have been as

relevant here.

Prior writing research has not involved examining how various feedback features (as

described in an earlier section) affect these potential mediating constructs. Predictions of

how the feedback features might be connected to the mediators were inferred from

general cognitive research (Ilgen et al. 1979; Chi et al. 1989). Because agreement has an

affective component, affective language is expected to affect agreement. Praise and

mitigation in the form of compliments are expected to increase one’s agreement with the

other feedback (as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1), while the other types of miti-

gation are expected to decrease one’s agreement with the other feedback (as indicated by

the dotted line in Fig. 1). Because the rest of the features deal with the content of the

feedback, these features (i.e., summarization, specificity, explanations, and scope) are

expected to most strongly affect one’s understanding of the feedback, if they have any

effect at all. While summarization, specificity, and explanations are expected to increase

one’s understanding of the feedback, greater levels of scope are expected to decrease

one’s understanding.

Feedback model

In sum, integrating previous research leads to the proposed model of feedback in writing

performance shown in Fig. 1. The model identifies five important feedback features:

summarization, feedback specificity, explanations, scope, and affective language. These

features are divided into two groups (cognitive features and affective features) with cog-

nitive features expected to most strongly affect understanding, and affective features

expected to most strongly affect agreement. Please note that we do not necessarily consider

agreement to be affective, but rather just that it is more influenced by the affective factors.

In addition, we hypothesize that the cognitive features can influence agreement, but they do

so indirectly through understanding. Through understanding and agreement, the feedback

features are expected to affect feedback implementation.
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Method

Overview

The purpose of this study was to provide an initial broad test of the proposed model of how

different kinds of feedback affected revision behaviors. The general approach was to

examine the correlations between feedback features, levels of mediating variables, and

feedback implementation rates in a large data set of peer-review feedback and resulting

paper revisions from a single course. Choosing a correlational approach enabled the use of

a naturalistic environment in which external validity would be high and many factors could

be examined at once. The context chosen was writing assessed by peer review because it

was a setting where a large amount of feedback is available. Analyses were applied to

segmented and coded pieces of feedback to determine statistically significant contributions

to the likelihood of feedback implementation.

Participants & course context

The course chosen was an undergraduate survey course entitled History of the United
States, 1865-present, offered in the spring of 2005 at the University of Pittsburgh. As a

survey course, it satisfied the university’s history requirement, creating a heterogeneous

class of students comprised those students taking it to fulfill the requirement, as well as

students directly interested in the course material. By choosing this particular type of class,

the demographics of the participants match the proportions of students attending the

university. The majority of the participants were male (62%), Caucasian (73%), and most

likely between 18 and 21 years of age. Because the setting is an introduction to history

class, all of the participants are considered novice writers in this particular genre.

The main goals of the course were to introduce historical argumentation and interpre-

tation, deepen knowledge of modern U.S. history, and sharpen critical reading and writing

skills. These goals were accomplished by a combination of lectures, weekly recitations

focusing on debating controversial issues, and a peer-reviewed writing assignment.

Forty percent of the students’ grades depended on the performance of their writing

assignment, including both writing and reviewing activities. Papers were reviewed and

graded, not by the instructor, but rather anonymously by peers who used the ‘‘Scaffolded

Writing and Rewriting in the Discipline’’ (SWORD) system (for more details, see Cho and

Schunn 2007). Although the feedback came from peers, the students as authors were

provided a normal level of incentives to take the feedback seriously (i.e., the papers were

graded by the peers alone).

In the system, papers were submitted online by the students and then distributed to six

other students to be reviewed by them. Students had two weeks to submit their reviews of

six papers based on the guidelines (i.e., prose transparency, logic of the argument, and

insight beyond the core readings (see Appendix A for instructions). Students provided

comments on how to make improvements on a future draft, as well as ratings on the

performance in the current draft (i.e., grades). After receiving the comments, each author

rated the helpfulness of each reviewer’s set of comments on their paper as well as giving

short explanations of the ratings.

For the purposes of this study, the primary data sources were: (1) the comments pro-

vided by the reviewers for how to improve the paper, (2) comments provided by the writers
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regarding how helpful each reviewer’s feedback was for revision, and (3) the changes

made to each paper between first and final drafts.

Selected papers

Students were required to write a six-to-eight page argument-driven essay answering one

of the following questions: (1) whether the United States became more democratic, stayed

the same, or became less democratic between 1865 and 1924, or (2) examine the meaning

of the statement ‘‘wars always produce unforeseen consequences’’ in terms of the Spanish-

American-Cuban-Filipino War and/or World War I.

Of the 111 registered students, papers from 50 students were randomly selected to be

reviewed by two different experts for the purposes of a different study. This sample was

used because the additional expert data helped to further refine the paper selection. Based

on the first draft scores, the top 15% were excluded because these students with high scores

had less incentive to make changes. Of the remaining 42 papers, only 24 were examined

because a sample size of 24 papers times six reviews per paper produced a large data set to

code in depth (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics of the papers).

Reviewing prompts

Students were provided guidelines for reviewing (see Appendix A). First the students were

given general suggestions on how to review. Then, they were given more specific guidelines,

which focused on three dimensions: prose transparency, logic of the argument, and insight

beyond core readings. Prose transparency focused on whether the main ideas and transitions

between ideas were clear. Logic of the argument focused on whether the paper contained

support for main ideas and counter-arguments. Insight focused on whether the paper con-

tained new knowledge or perspectives beyond the given texts and course materials.

The specific reviewing guidelines were intended to draw the students’ attention to

global writing issues (Wallace and Hayes 1991). Different reviewing prompts would likely

have produced different feedback content. However, regardless of why reviewers choose to

provide the observed range of feedback, the current study focuses on the impact of the

various forms of feedback that were observed.

Coding process

All of the peers’ comments were compiled (N = 140 reviews 9 3 dimensions). Because

reviewers often commented on more than one idea (i.e., transitions, examples, wording) in

Table 1 First draft descriptive statistics

N M SD

Draft 1 length (word count) 24 1825 263

Draft 1 quality (rating out of 21) 24 14.6 1.8

# of reviewers per paper 24 6 1

Review length (word count) 24 1825 263

# of segments per review 139 8 3

Segment length (word count) 1,073 26 14

Nature of feedback
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a single dimension, the comments were further segmented to produce a total of 1,073 idea

units. An idea unit was defined as contiguous comments referring to a single topic. The

length could vary from a few words to several sentences. The segments were then cate-

gorized by two independent coders (blind to the hypothesized model) for the various

feedback features (see Table 2 for definitions and examples). The inter-rater reliability

ranged from moderate to high Kappa values of .51–.92 (Landis and Koch 1977). The

coders discussed each disputed item until an agreement was reached.

In order to address the accuracy of the feedback provided by peers, two experts eval-

uated all of the comments provided to the papers selected for this study. They rated each

comment on ‘‘the degree of [their] agreement or disagreement about the content of

feedback’’ with 1 indicating strongly disagree, 2–3 average, and 4–5 strongly agree. The

average rating for all of the prose and logic feedback was 3.22 with the experts agreeing

with over 92% of the feedback.

Table 2 Coding scheme

Category Definition

Type of feedback (kappa = .92)

Praise Complimentary comment or identifying a positive feature in the paper.

Problem/solution A problem is something that needs to be fixed, whereas a solution is a possible
improvement that can be made.

Summary A list of the topics discussed in the paper, a description of the claims the author was
trying to make, or statements of an action taken by the writer.

Scope of the problem/solution (kappa = .67)

global References a problem/solution that affects the whole paper.

local A problem/solution at a single paragraph, sentence, or word level.

Type of affective language (kappa = .65 combining downplay & question)

Mitigation-
compliment

An EXPLICIT compliment or positive modifier used to describe a problem/solution.

Mitigation-other Includes downplay (i.e., when a reviewer minimizes the degree to which a problem is
bad) and questions (i.e., when a question is used to identify a problem/solution or
probe for more information)

Neutral The language used to identify a problem/solution neutral or a matter-of-fact.

Localization of the problem/solution (kappa = .69)

Localized Problem/solution can be easily located.

Not localized Problem/solution described cannot be easily found.

Type of problem/solution (kappa = .79)

Problem Only a problem is explicitly identified.

Solution Only a solution is explicitly offered.

Both The reviewer is provides both a problem and solution.

Explanation of the problem (kappa = .55)

Absent No explanation to the problem or vacuous/circular explanation is provided.

Content Explanations to a problem that contain information about why the problem exists or
describe how something is bad in a particular way.

Explanation of the solution (kappa = .51)

Absent No explanation to the solution or vacuous/circular explanation is provided.

Content Explanations to a solution that contain information about why the solution fixes the
problem or describe in what way it will be better.
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Types of feedback

Not all codes applied to all segments types. This section describes the hierarchy of which

codes applied to various types of feedback. First, all segments were classified into type of

feedback (problem/solution, praise, or summary). Then only problem/solution segments

were coded for whether a problem and/or solution was provided (problem, solution, or

both), the type of affective language used (neutral, compliment, or downplay/question),

whether the location could be easily found (localized or not localized), and the scope of the

problem/solution (global or local). Then explanations of the problem (present or absent)

were coded, but only for segments with explicit problems. In addition, segments with

explicit solutions were coded for explanations of the solution (present or absent).

Implementation

Each of the problem/solution segments was also coded on whether or not the feedback was

implemented in the revisions. A change-tracking program, like the one found in Microsoft

Word, compared the first draft and second draft of each paper and compiled a list of

changes. By using the list of changes and referring to the actual papers, each problem/

solution segment was coded as implemented or not implemented (Kappa = .69).

Segments that addressed insight could not be coded for implementation. Insight was

defined as information beyond the course readings and materials. Since the coders did not

attend the class, there was too much ambiguity in what was covered in class. In addition,

some segments from the flow and logic dimensions were considered too vague to deter-

mine whether it was implemented in the revision. For example, one reviewer pointed out,

‘‘The logic of the paper seems to get lost in some of the ideas.’’ Only 18 segments were

considered to be too vague to be coded for implementation.

Back-review coding

Each problem/solution segment was also coded for agreement and understanding using

writer’s back-review comments. After submitting their second draft in SWoRD, writers

were supposed to remark on how helpful they found the feedback they received. The

writer provided one field of comments for all of the feedback provided by one reviewer

in one dimension. Most of the time, the writer provided several specific comments for

each idea the reviewer provided, whereas sometimes the writer provided a general

statement about all of the ideas the reviewer commented on. The coders were careful to

line up each specific comment in the back-review with the appropriate feedback

segment.

If within these comments the writer explicitly disagreed with the problem or solution,

the corresponding problem/solution segment was coded as not-agreed; otherwise, the

segment was coded as agreed (for problems Kappa = .74; for solutions Kappa = .56). If

within these comments the writer explicitly expressed a misunderstanding about a problem

or solution, the corresponding problem/solution segment was coded as not-understood;

otherwise, the segment was coded as understood (for problems Kappa = .57; for solutions

Kappa = .52). Unfortunately, students did not always do the back-review ratings tasks,

and were even more negligent in completing the back-review comments. Thus the effective

N for total number of segments for analyses involving understanding or agreement is 150

for problems and 134 for solutions.
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Results

Data analysis levels

Statistical analyses can be done at the segment level, the dimension level (i.e., all segments

for one writer from one reviewer in one dimension combined), or the review level (i.e., all

segments for one writer from one reviewer combined). The selected level of analysis was

the smallest logical level possible for all variables involved in order to produce maximum

statistical power and to focus upon most direct causal connections (i.e., specific feedback to

specific implementations). For example, analyzing the effect of solution on the under-

standing of the problem is at the segment level because individual solution segments can be

coded for problem understanding. By contrast, analyzing the effect of summary on the

understanding of the problem must be at the review level because the reviewing instruc-

tions asked reviewers to place an overall summary in one of the reviewing dimensions. A

summary has no direct problem to be addressed, but instead potentially has a broad impact

across reviewing dimensions.

While many analyses were conducted, only the results that were significant at p \ .05

will be discussed in text. All inferential statistics are reported in the tables rather than in

text for ease of reading.

Feedback features to implementation

To begin with the simplest explanations possible, the associations between each feedback

feature and performance, (i.e. the implementation rate) were examined at the segment level

(except for praise, which was at the dimension level, and summarization, which was at the

feedback level) to determine whether statistically significant relationships existed. As prior

research has found relationships between each of the examined feedback features and

performance, any of the feedback features could have a significant relationship with

implementation. However, only one of the ten examined features was found to have a

statistically significant relationship (see Table 3). A writer was 10% more likely to make

changes when a solution was offered than when it was not offered. Note that there was not

even a trend of a positive effect for the other variables. With a large N for each feature,

weak statistical power is not a likely explanation for the lack of significant effects of the

other variables. In other words, even with a larger N, the effects might have reached

statistical significance, but would remain semantically weak, at least individually.

That these factors do not have a strong individual direct connection to implementation,

however, does not necessarily imply that these factors are irrelevant to implementation.

These factors could each be connected to relevant mediators,1 which are then connected to

implementation. Mediated relationships tend to be weak, even when the relationships

between the mediators and other variables are of moderate strength. For example, if A–B is

r = .4 and B–C is r = .4 as well, then a purely mediated A to C relationship would only be

a very weak r = .16 (.4 9 .4).

1 We use the term mediator because the variables of understanding and agreement are thought to mediate
between external features and implementation. However, we cannot apply formal mediation statistical tests
on this dataset because of the reduced Ns associated with the mediating variables. We do note, however, that
the correlation found from external features to mediator variables as well mediators to implementation are
always stronger than the direct ‘‘correlation’’ between external features and implementation, and thus
mediation relationships are quite consistent with the statistical patterns in the data.
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Mediators to implementation

Next, the associations between the mediators and implementation rate were examined—if

the selected mediators do not connect to implementation rate, they are not relevant as

mediators. These analyses were done at the segment level. Increased understanding and

agreement were expected to increase the amount of feedback implemented. Because both

understanding and agreement could connect to either the identified problems or provided

solutions, four possible mediators were actually examined: understanding of the problem,

understanding of the solution, agreement with the problem, and agreement with the solution.

Neither agreement with the problem nor agreement with the solution was significantly

related to implementation (see Table 4). Also, understanding of the solution was not

significantly related to implementation. The lack of relationship was not a result of floor or

ceiling effects, as all the mediators had mean rates far from zero or one. Understanding of

the problem did have a significant relationship. A writer was 23% more likely to imple-

ment the feedback if he or she understood the problem.

However, because the effective N for these analyses are lower and because all four

variables had a positive, if not statistically significant, relationship to implementation, this

data does not completely rule out mediational roles of the three non-significant variables.

With more confidence, we know that understanding of the problem was the most important

factor.

Table 3 Feedback features: Implementation

N Mean

Type of feedback Yes No Yes(%) No(%) D(%) Inferential p

Praise 136 192 43 43 0 F(1,326) = 0.00 n.s.

Compliment 66 396 53 55 -2 v2(1) = 0.07 n.s.

Downplay & questions 41 421 54 55 -1 v2(1) = 0.01 n.s.

Summarization 64 69 39 38 1 F(1,131) = 0.10 n.s.

Problem 336 126 54 56 -2 v2(1) = 0.07 n.s.

Solution 289 173 58 48 10 v2(1) = 4.81 .03*

Localization 294 168 55 54 1 v2(1) = 0.02 n.s.

Explanation of the problem 119 215 52 55 -3 v2(1) = 0.33 n.s.

Explanation of the solution 71 218 56 59 -3 v2(1) = 0.18 n.s.

Scope (global) 385 78 54 60 -6 v2(1) = 1.19 n.s.

* \.05

Table 4 Mediators: Implementation

N Mean

Mediator Yes No Yes(%) No(%) D(%) Inferential p

Agreement with the problem 83 22 66 55 11 v2(1) = 1.03 n.s.

Agreement with the solution 75 19 71 58 13 v2(1) = 1.14 n.s.

Understanding of the problem 81 24 69 46 23 v2(1) = 4.35 .04*

Understanding of the solution 69 25 70 64 6 v2(1) = 0.26 n.s.

* \.05
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Feedback features to mediator

In order to more completely understand the relationship of feedback features to imple-

mentation, the relationship between the features and the probable mediator of problem

understanding was examined next (see Table 5). Recall that the affective feedback features

(i.e., praise, mitigation in the form of a compliment, and mitigation in the form of questions

or downplay) were expected to affect agreement. However, agreement was not signifi-

cantly related to implementation, resulting in agreement not being a possible mediator in

this model. Therefore, the relationship between the affective feedback features and

agreement was not analyzed.

Two relationships between the cognitive feedback features and understanding were

expected. Specifically, summarization, identifying problems, providing solutions, and

localization were expected to increase understanding. Explanations and greater levels of

scope were expected to decrease understanding. The rate of understanding the problem was

analyzed as a function of the presence/absence of each feedback feature, except identifying

the problem because understanding the problem was dependent on identifying the problem.

Summarization (analyzed at the feedback level), providing solutions and localization

(analyzed at the segment level) were significantly related to problem understanding. A

writer was 16% more likely to understand the problem if a summary was included, 14%

more likely if a solution was provided, and 24% more likely if a location to the problem

and/or solution was provided. Between explanation of the problem and explanation of the

solution, explanation of the problem was significantly related to problem understanding.

Interestingly, the relationship was in a negative direction: A writer was 17% more likely to

misunderstand the problem if an explanation to the problem was provided. Finally, greater

levels of scope were not significantly related to problem understanding. Summarization,

solution, localization, and explanations to problems are likely to be independent factors

affecting understanding of the problem because none of these feedback features were

significantly correlated with each other (see Table 6).

Potential confounding variables

The correlation between implementation rate and first draft score was examined to test for

an obvious potential third variable confounding factor: students with higher first draft

Table 5 Feedback features: Problem understanding

N Mean

Feedback features Yes No Yes(%) No(%) D(%) Inferential p

Praise 35 48 86 79 -2 F(1,81) = 0.66 n.s.

Compliment 32 117 66 76 -10 v2(1) = 1.42 n.s.

Downplay & questions 14 135 79 73 6 v2(1) = 0.18 n.s.

Summarization 19 26 100 84 16 F(1,43) = 4.13 .05*

Solution 61 88 82 68 14 v2(1) = 3.54 .06+

Localization 93 56 83 59 24 v2(1) = 10.30 .001**

Explanation of the problem 42 105 62 79 -17 v2(1) = 4.60 .03*

Explanation of the solution 17 44 94 77 17 v2(1) = 2.35 n.s.

Scope (global) 131 19 72 84 -12 v2(1) = 1.32 n.s.

* \.05, +\.10, **\.01
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scores might decide to make fewer changes because they are already satisfied with their

grade, and writers of stronger papers might be more likely to receive certain kinds of

comments, understand feedback, etc. In order to use an unbiased first draft score, two

experts graded all of the papers on the same 7-point scale that was used in class. The

experts were fairly reliable (r(50) = .45). There was only a very small correlation between

first draft score and implementation rate overall (r(328) = -.06, n.s.), and even the highest

first draft score observed did not have a significantly lower implementation rate than all of

the other first draft scores combined. Intuitively, the very highest quality papers were not

selected for analysis, and thus the correlation with paper quality that one would expect

might specifically involve that extreme.

Correlations between feedback features and first draft score were also examined. The

presence of solutions was correlated with the first draft score, r(636) = .13, p \ .01.

Because it was only a small correlation and the first draft score is not correlated with

implementation, a third-variable relationship with overall paper quality is not likely the

reason for the relationship between presence of solutions and implementation rate.

Correlations between mediators and first draft score were examined to rule out overall

performance as a potential confounding variable in the analyses involving the mediators.

Understanding the problem was only marginally correlated with the first draft score (see

Table 7). Therefore, it is unlikely that the relationship between understanding the problem

and implementation is due to confounding effects of paper quality. The significant (and

fairly strong) correlations of first draft score with the other three variables is not relevant to

the discussion of confounds because those variables were not otherwise connected in the

revised model. However, the presence of the various strong correlations in Table 7 pro-

vides some cross validation evidence that these measures are not simply noise.

General discussion

A revised model of feedback in writing revisions

The obtained results provided new information about the effectiveness of feedback features

on writing performance (see Fig. 2). Only one internal mediator was found to significantly

effect implementation: feedback was more likely to be implemented if the problem being

described was understood. In turn, four feedback features were found to affect problem

understanding: a writer was more likely to understand the problem if a solution was

offered, the location of the problem/solution was given, or the feedback included a sum-

mary; but the writer was more likely to misunderstand the problem if an explanation for

that problem is included.

Table 7 Mediators: descriptive statistics and correlations

Variable N M 1 2 3 4

1 First draft score 1,073 4.85

2 Agreement with the problem 150 0.76 ***.38

3 Agreement with the solution 134 0.80 ***.61 ***.75

4 Understanding of the problem 150 0.73 +.14 ***.54 **.38

5 Understanding of the solution 134 0.76 ***.34 .29 ***.64 **.43

+ \ .10, **\ .01, ***\ .001
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One of the feedback features also directly affected implementation (i.e., not through one

of the tested mediators): feedback was more likely to be implemented if a solution was

provided. This direct relationship was statistically significant, whereas the connection

through problem understanding was only marginally significant. Note that problem

understanding is different than solution understanding. While it seems unlikely that one

could implement a solution if it was not understood (i.e. without solution understanding), it

is possible that one could implement a solution without understanding why it fixed the

problem (i.e. without problem understanding). Doing so, however, could lead to problems

because if one does not understand the problem, one could implement it unsuccessfully.

These results provide some insight into a mediator that connects to feedback imple-

mentation. Problem understanding is a generally important factor in task performance; here

evidence in a new domain was found to support how important understanding is in per-

formance. Why is problem understanding so important overall to performance? When one

gains an understanding while performing a task, that person has accessed or developed his

or her mental model of the task (Kieras and Bovair 1984). Having a mental model

increases one’s ability to act in that situation by connecting to high level plans and a

concrete solution associated with the situation. This setting focused mostly on high-level

problems; if low-level feedback was examined, understanding might not be as important.

Surprisingly, agreement was not a significant mediator. In this particular setting, there

may not have been a wide range of strongly agree to strongly disagree; more strongly felt

agreement/disagreement levels might play a more important role. It is also possible that

novice writers may not be confident enough in their own ability to decide with which

feedback to agree, resulting in passively implementing everything they understood.

It is worth noting that no feedback features were strongly associated with implemen-

tation on their own, and even the strongest connection of a moderator to implementation

was only a D of 23%. Clearly some other factors must be at play in determining whether a

piece of feedback is implemented or not (e.g., perhaps writing goals, motivation levels, and

memory load). Moreover, the stronger connections to implementation from mediators than

from raw feedback features highlight the value/need of a model with focal moderators. The

strong connections of feedback features to the identified mediator further show that more

surface features of feedback continue to have an important role in models of feedback.

The results also provided additional support for which feedback features possibly affect

revision behaviors and why. Solutions, summarization, localization, and explanations were

Understanding
of the Problem

Summarization

Explanation of
the Problem

Solutions

Localization

I
M
P
L
E
M
E
N
T
A
T
I
O
N

Fig. 2 Revised Feedback Model. Gray line indicates marginal significance (p = .06); Dotted line indicates
negative relationship
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found to be the features most relevant to feedback implementation as a result of their

influence on understanding. The rest of this section considers why these features are

connected to understanding.

Previous research has found explicitly provided solutions to be an effective feature of

feedback (Bitchener et al. 2005; Sugita 2006; Tseng and Tsai 2006), although it has not

specifically highlighted its role on problem understanding. Regarding the role of pro-

viding solutions on problem understanding, for a novice writer, there may not be enough

information if only the problem was identified. The writer may not understand that the

problem exists because they do not see what was missing. Providing a solution intro-

duces possible missing aspects. For example, a writer may not understand a problem

identified in the feedback, such as an unclear description of a difficult concept (e.g.,

E = mc2) because he or she may think that the problem was a result of the concept

being difficult rather than the writing being unclear. However, by suggesting an alter-

native way of describing the concept, the writer might be more likely to understand why

their writing was unclear.

Very little prior research in writing dealt with the influence of receiving summaries on

performance. Therefore, the evidence regarding the importance of summaries was an

especially novel addition to the literature. Why should summaries affect problem under-

standing? Summaries likely increased a writer’s understanding of the problem by first

enabling the writer to put the reader’s overall text comprehension into perspective, and

then using that perspective as a context for the rest of the feedback. For example, a writer

might receive feedback indicating that not all hypotheses included the predicted direction

of the effect. After reviewing all of his or her hypotheses and finding directions for each,

the writer might not understand the problem. A summary provided by the reviewer may

reveal that the reader has misidentified some hypotheses. The writer would now be able to

put the feedback into context and better understand the problem.

Prior writing research has not specifically examined the advantages of providing the

location to problems and/or solutions within feedback, so these results were also novel.

Focusing on the relationship between providing locations and problem understanding,

feedback on writing is likely to be ambiguous because it tends to be fairly short. Providing

the location of a problem and/or solution could increase understanding of the problem by

resolving the possible ambiguity of the feedback. For example, feedback might state that

there were problematic transitions. After reviewing the first several transitions and finding

no problems, the writer may not understand the problem because the actual problematic

transitions occurred later in the paper. By providing a location in which the problem

occurred, the writer could develop a better understanding of the problem.

Finally, the results of the current study regarding the negative effect of explanations

to problems replicate Tseng and Tsai’s (2006) findings. They also found that expla-

nations, contrary to intuition, hurt writing performance. As both their study and the

current study involved feedback provided by novice writers, it is possible that the

students were unable to provide explanations that were clear. Unclear explanations from

peers may have effectively decreased understanding. By contrast, Bitchner et al. (2005)

found that students’ writing performance improved when receiving explanations from an

instructor.

In the broader space of feedback, research has indicated that information at a higher-

level is more important than focusing on local issues, and affective language is not very

important for performance (Kluger and DeNisi 1996). Researchers have claimed that other

aspects of feedback are most important, such as goals (Kluger and DeNisi 1996; Hattie and

Timperley 2007) and reflection (Bangert-Drowns et al. 1991). The current model is not
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necessarily in conflict with those claims: these aspects may be important because they lead

to a better understanding of the problem.

Implications for practice

These results regarding the role of feedback features on feedback implementation could be

applied to a large variety of settings, such as various education settings, performance

evaluation in the workplace, and athletics. Problem understanding appears to be especially

important in improving performance. Feedback should include a summary of the perfor-

mance, specific instances in which the problematic behavior occurred, and suggestions in

how to improve performance. The summary would indicate which behaviors the manager

is evaluating and provide the context for the feedback. The specific instances should

resolve any ambiguities regarding whether the behavior was actually problematic, as it is

likely that the behavior being evaluated occurred frequently and was not always prob-

lematic. Finally, the suggestions could indicate to the employee what was missing in his or

her behavior.

In an effort to help students perform their best, educators should take note of the types

of feedback that affected writing performance the most. Feedback should begin with a

summary of the students’ performance. Including summaries in feedback is common even

among professionals; most journals ask reviewers to include a summary of the paper

(Sternberg 2002; Roediger 2007). Feedback should also be fairly specific when referring to

global issues. When describing a problem in the students’ performance, the location at

which the problem occurred should also be noted. Also, the feedback should not stop at the

indication of a problem, but should also include a potential solution to the problem.

Finally, who is providing the feedback should be considered before including explanations.

If the feedback comes from the instructor, the explanations may help. However, if the

feedback is to be provided by peers, including explanations to problems currently appears

unhelpful.

Limitations

There were a few methodological issues that should be considered. First, one of the

variable’s inter-rater reliability was moderate rather than high (explanation of the solution,

.51). No conclusions regarding the explanation of the solution were drawn. If future studies

improve the coding of a solution’s explanations such that the reliability would be greater, it

is possible that the explanation to the solution become more important.

Although there was initially a lot of data being examined (1,073 feedback segments),

the actually number of segments available for certain analyses was drastically reduced.

This reduction occurred because that not all writers provided a back-review, so those

corresponding feedback segments could not be coded for agreement and understanding. A

further constraint was whether the feedback included a problem or solution (i.e. if a

segment did not include a problem, then the agreement with the problem or understanding

of the problem could not be addressed). Finally, some of the implementable segments

could not be coded for implementation because they were either about insight or vague (see

Method for further explanation). This reduction in the number of segments greatly reduces

the power of the analyses.

Another methodological consideration is that the current study was only correlational.

Therefore, no conclusions about the causal relationships between the feedback features,
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mediators, and implementation can be made. Future studies should involve manipulating

the feedback features in order to verify the causal effects they have on understanding,

agreement, and implementation.

Future directions

In addition to addressing the limitations of this study, there are several other possible future

directions. First, one could reconsider the mediator variables. In order to keep the current

study’s environment to be as naturalistic as possible, we measured agreement and

understanding using the back-reviews that the students needed to complete as part of their

assignment. Future studies could have students give a rating on a Likert-type scale for each

understanding and agreement. In addition, future studies could have a rating be given to

each feedback segment. Doing so could allow for a more fine-grained analysis of the

relationship between the various levels of understanding or agreement and implementation.

Finally, future studies may want to examine other possible mediators, such as memory load

and motivation.

It was very surprising to find that explanations to problems were associated with a lack

of understanding the problem. Previous research has suggested that there may be a dif-

ference in explanations provided by novices and experts (Tseng and Tsai 2006; Bitchner

et al. 2005). Future studies should examine this possible difference by comparing writing

performance of those receiving feedback with explanations from peers versus instructors.

Also, one could compare qualitative differences in novice and expert explanations to

determine why certain explanations hurt and how improvements to explanations could be

made such that students are able to provide helpful explanations.

Future research should also consider different contexts. The current study was done with

university level participants in a domain that involves a lot of writing. Future studies could

consider other age ranges, such as high school or middle school students. The level of

language skill could also be considered, such as those for whom English is their second

language or those who have learning disabilities. Finally, other domains should be con-

sidered, such as domains where writing is not usually the focus (i.e. physics or engineering).

Finally, one should consider examining the effects of the various feedback features on

learning. The feedback features that we found to be related to increased problem under-

standing and increased implementation may not change performance in a transfer task. It is

also possible that the features not found to be significantly related to problem under-

standing or implementation may be more useful for transfer tasks. Since this study provides

some initial insight on performance differences associated with different types of feedback

in writing, one would be able to approach examining learning differences with some

necessary foundational information.

Summary

The current study advances our knowledge about understanding’s relationship with per-

formance and the types of feedback that could increase one’s understanding. Similar to

other research involving understanding, the current study provides additional support that

understanding is important in changing performance. Knowing which feedback features to

include in order to increase understanding and which feedback features to avoid because

they might decrease understanding is also important because understanding is so important

for improving performance.
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Appendix A: Reviewing guidelines

General reviewing guidelines

There are two very important parts to giving good feedback. First, give very specific
comments rather than vague comments: Point to exact page numbers and paragraphs that

were problematic; give examples of general problems that you found; be clear about what

exactly the problem was; explain why it was a problem, etc. Second, make your comments
helpful. The goal is not to punish the writer for making mistakes. Instead your goal is to

help the writer improve his or her paper. You should point out problems where they occur.

But don’t stop there. Explain why they are problems and give some clear advice on how to

fix the problems. Also keep your tone professional. No personal attacks. Everyone makes

mistakes. Everyone can improve writing.

Prose transparency

Did the writing flow smoothly so you could follow the main argument? This dimension is

not about low level writing problems, like typos and simple grammar problems, unless

those problems are so bad that it makes it hard to follow the argument. Instead this

dimension is about whether you easily understood what each of the arguments was and the

ordering of the points made sense to you. Can you find the main points? Are the transitions

from one point to the next harsh, or do they transition naturally?

Your comments: First summarize what you perceived as the main points being made so

that the writer can see whether the readers can follow the paper’s arguments. Then make

specific comments about what problems you had in understanding the arguments and

following the flow across arguments. Be sure to give specific advice for how to fix the

problems and praise-oriented advice for strength that made the writing good.

Your Rating: Based on your comments above, how would you rate the prose of this paper?

h 7. Excellent All points are clearly made and very smoothly ordered.
h 6. Very good All but one point is clearly made and very smoothly

ordered.
h 5. Good All but two or three points are clearly made and smoothly

ordered. The few problems slowed down the reading, but it
was still possible to understand the argument.

h 4. Average All but two or three points are clearly made and smoothly
ordered. Some of the points were hard to find or understand.

h 3. Poor Many of the main points were hard to find, and/or the
ordering of points was very strange and hard to follow.

h 2. Very poor Almost all of the main points were hard to find and/or very
strangely ordered.

h 1. Disastrous It was impossible to understand what any of the main points
were and/or there appeared to be a very random ordering of
thoughts.
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Logic of the argument

This dimension is about the logic of the argument being made. Did the author just make

some claims, or did the author provide some supporting arguments or evidence for those

claims? Did the supporting arguments logically support the claims being made or were

they irrelevant to the claim being made or contradictory to the claim being made? Did the

author consider obvious counter-arguments, or were they ignored?

Your comments: Provide specific comments about the logic of the author’s argument. If

points were just made without support, describe which ones they were. If the support

provided doesn’t make logical sense, explain what that is. If some obvious counter-

argument was not considered, explain what that counter-argument is. Then give potential

fixes to these problems if you can think of any. This might involve suggesting that the

author change their argument.

Your Rating: Based on your comments above, how would you rate the logical arguments of this paper?

h 7. Excellent All arguments strongly supported and no logical flaws in
the arguments.

h 6. Very good All but one argument strongly supported or one relatively
minor logical flaw in the argument.

h 5. Good All but two or three arguments strongly supported or a few
minor logical flaws in arguments.

h 4. Average Most arguments are well supported, but one or two points
have major flaws in them or no support provided.

h 3. Poor A little support presented for many arguments, or several
major flaws in the arguments.

h 2. Very poor Little support presented for most arguments, or obvious
flaws in most arguments.

h 1. Disastrous No support presented for any arguments, or obvious flaws
in all arguments presented.

Insight beyond core readings

This dimension concerns the extent to which new knowledge is introduced by a writer.

Did the author just summarize what everybody in the class would already know from

coming to class and doing the assigned readings, or did the author tell you something

new?

Your comments: First summarize what you think the main insights were of this

paper. What did you learn if anything? Listing this clearly will give the author clear

feedback about the main point of writing a paper: to teach the reader something. If you

think the main points were all taken from the readings or represent what everyone in

the class would already know, then explain where you think those points were taken or

what points would be obvious to everyone. Remember that not all points in the paper

need to be novel, because some of the points need to be made just to support the main

argument.
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